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On 07/12/2021, A informative and interesting Orientation was conducted by our 

college STUDENT WELFARE COMMITTEE. The Orientation was conducted for one 

hour 30 minutes in online mode through google meet. In this many students joined 

and gained the necessary information related to the scholarships available for 

students by college, state and central government. 

The Orientation commenced by our Coordinator Dr. Bupinder Kaur giving the basic 

and necessary details about our very renowned MRS. Harmeet Kaur Madam from 

Delhi Sikh Gurudwara management Committee (DSGMC) and greeting everyone 

who was present in the Orientation. Mrs. Harmeet seemed to be very humble and 

knowledgeable, firstly She introduced herself than she started telling about the 

Scholarship available on E-district Delhi and National Scholarship portal after which 

she continued the session and explain the students about document required like 



 

 

income certificate aadhar card marksheet etc. and also how can students apply for 

these scholarships, what are the website for these scholarship. Also she had asked 

student if they are unable to fill the form they can visit DSGMC office for applying 

Scholarships in free of cost. 

After which Convener of student welfare committee Dr. Deepmala explained the 

procedure of Fee concession offered by college itself and how can student apply, 

documents required and what are the common mistakes done by students and how 

can it be improved and also she discussed about how college is financially helping 

students  so , like this the Orientation continued for one hour 30 minutes and all the 

students were so satisfied with the Orientation as we came to know that through the 

feedback forms . 

Then, the students asked about their queries and all of them answered within a 

moment, everyone was so joyous that they gained much information through online 

mode. Everyone left the meeting with a sincere hope that such Orientation should 

be conducted time and again giving the students a information about how can they 

take benefits of schemes launched by college and government.  

                                                                              

                  

                             

                             


